Hairball Trio

Investigator Noel Raizman, a young physician who, for professional reasons, is occasionally fascinated by hairballs, selected these three as his current favorite citations.
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---

Animal-Tested Meds

There is no need for medical patients to spend all their savings on vital medications. We are proud to announce the **HMO-NO Cheap Meds™ Program**. Under this program, patients will have to option* to be prescribed the veterinary versions of their medications.** These have the dual advantages of being thoroughly animal-tested -- and of being considerably less expensive than the hitherto-standard brands.

**HMO-NO.** Because we care about you, and your pocketbook.

* * Note: Surcharges may apply to patients who decline this option.
** * * Note: Surcharges may apply to patients who do not decline this option.